clip 115
+ car 500 (500)
dwt 75
cwt 100
stsh 110
\[ \frac{900}{900} \]

Joyner 546-1848
Linda/Syg 780-2015

SK77
Communion (that they were)...

/remembered

You have to hope, "So...

and out

Thursday

will be

any, thank you, no.

urgently
Norm: vol 7 pyramids?
- use cu. insta 7 yrs?

"running them hel out of a
gasoline suit on." XV 7

violent amount of words
was pleasant

planned for war,

Man on many

poisoning up in to

angrily
Leggy green pair

isosceles

cuddles

Tom H’s dominion

was answered "Yolo"

Such (NYTM)
Corrupted stand today
... all M's own

2 mins 7 shambles

spud - stupid (c-yea)
crawbar

Groen ...ing

O0 adored idea
(Pxy) a bit briefly

likely do it
orchestra of (clamor)

tempers

hungers I need

like Polnocks plays

piano.

give Bruce etc. than 1 mole

trace
a line on love
(Smiled @ herself.

at his home

Bn - Aurora
bank
PO: mail T - note v buy Harry
- call Banker? WST
- [illegible]

cupcake for Brian

yummy

March: phone lines
S+X, 15 I. - Your "all present"
Rhonda slim as sun lighter.
Did not get me home to these I end this know...

To June of (2).

Remember to tell himself
colossal
dally ring (w 7xj)
persuasion of you

occur

doubtful (weather.)

anyway

Holdy out on us, huh?

if made (him) over this earth.

Whatever Doc will sit

us how until we pile up to our belly button
See if I can come up to a Mung factor that will be some gain for us, or a change.

(Real) pre. one 9th century
care as caucab

Winter over a cat
17th July 1936, 9-11
had all been 75s
record winter 75s

figure out what he had done with his ticket
sawyer

unmoored a few evenly from the actual time

slung traps oil seep in chain

503 - 436 - 2274

If 312

points 7 pick

repovency
I am an an
Can carry chicken
Sick need sun cream
Wild goose duck

J.C., the, Shannon,

Hugh on a fool.

(I love game club?)

Get some d....
1/24
+ 50 #

Dept 7 with the lift 600 copying busy no
any 98507

(206) 902-2200

04 I let 2 guys have a poke
for may 7 1.

Pretty much on that,

she told him

somesuch.
doublets
who knew how to do
it to a guy until
he was pop. eighty.

General Oticonal
Ponal Disorder
Feeling, My
Paramacene Belle

Do they wear those
same plays? Whatever
she’s got up under this.
not quite as different from

my story of history anyone

Pey's how kept her (see

still), kept her astonishing

behind it.

Mrs. Air War brave civil

in glasses of '60s.

slice of sun

Leanne or George
Hey, what, it is just a turn around. goddamn damm F.D. 

udammmost

any 7 Error

a naive plan in story

... with Honda...

will hurt...
Carnahan St.

(Not at 0.0 after

1/2 pt. sign)

Sign says "Priv Rd"

N in lot a R wth

2/3 dm st, bld in

2 gray houses,

across from 1-story

- Wh Haven -

(all but 2)

× chance @ each other
A song dug my email patiently and kept them out I could...

...exam with as much as anyone's.

Caries are close to us,

"common spiritual construction"

attraction
2 days
educ min convener @ MHS

Oct 26 - 28
Havana transpm
dentist
vote

Sky: slug bait
spinach - lettuce

Karp: Teta
Tri - Sodium Phospha
t

goes on in three hr.
- happens you fast
- potins made a dip

goes well w/ you

Geoff Mc Gee
Juliet's - St. Mary R. Cape
10, Mon

creamy

Magi: biblical injunction

Perhaps hard to read it
tant a memoir.

It's unlearned half-packed
Draine & Wayne
Gary Parks & Linda Jones (VCT)
Mayumi Steinmetz (teaches Jpse)
Bruce Amstutz (K76 art & Laurel)
Shannon Flynn (math; taught too)
Kathie Hunt (Eng)
Pam Durenberry (Eng 100) (Eng)
Brad Coman (shakes C's of life)
Jeff Schaefer (craft of shit faction)
Ed Harness
Jo McEntire (Br; ESL)
Fatima Lim - Wilson

Windy wood - Undine
locked together by blood

Britain's 774-9535
2-2001 Hung 99
- Royal Standard
- Olivetti portable
- Ko-Rec-Type
- Vhs envelope

lunch (attraction)
4 Seasons - 411 Umc V.
621-1984

Umberto's 100 S. King
Lilboi 5300 S. Woods
Phenizy Rd. 6412 Phin

For going out and

Nin 83b Kranda
#3101 5Jun - $50-

Fri 21st - am 3
3:30 class
(class unseen)

31/7 Parker

I'm crying out loud, Nicola (or brother?)
Jerome Lapol
verbs

weather of heart

do one with me, or do
reading? Because I
it's no reason, it
wasn't no reason

[Handwritten notes on the bottom of the page]
Ac 7:30
1st W V Roy

Another mercenary takes 1 41. Winning...

changing to grave

battles

lethal

Paradise city

cellular against nuclei
prairie smarts - clubs - can commands - air

spoon

needed all to her

LB Dr, CH D, Tmony, H man

B Ami Px
new site cut
Most Darrow, You & Me
UWD Daily
UBS: gift certificate, anniversary card, M's typ ex

She asked me.

A thousand turns over.

said simply.

and put helmet on.

To work out.
#3112 - $91.20

We ran Sam's paper
-Steven

A thousand times over.

Page after page

said simply.

but - with helmets etc.

turgid - bristled + dignit
When was it?
When " "
Who are you?

Perplexed,

stealy

But what if we do—
our only 1c? What if we
live more than 1000s?
... Sounded cry

China—5 of spades
1226 NW 175 th
3 m boxes
Gwendolyn Blue

1526 NW 167th
8th Metal
nearly 5.40 - post
not.

Queen City

Clara Al/At

WnK

Gina

Hastings rock concert
backstage - and check

- Terry y Gretel
- Crow y Wol
- "Are we ready for 8mo?"
- Coco Chanel
- Page / End Canyon / 14 colo
- Mary Criddle

Party: John Peseman
    - Mike Rissing
    - 8 mike Adams, w/c
    - Geo Frangton
    - Suika C-D-R (velo
Destiny, and I let
against sand. That
story we all
with B. C., whether
in memory or in
canyon of paper.

'00 7. NYC

To Mr. K.

W. F. Rogers being
ticked off. Nice.
Dear Shining Catherine,

dear

Aldo ate an apple and a
porous comat. I watch
a clock 7 earth below.

a moment and end...
Can't let it

Lose a stone carrying

lame-ass

train gently away

as young

So is Xmas,

comma, gently quilt

Son January. January
It turns to puke, not doing anything.
34
Set, trust? I'm just out & just go for my life.
Adept. I hold on & keep on
+ legs & continent—
busy crunch abos

Lunch will eat it

Rubish tip for
Vere'm crumy
my 'ya, blato leaf

Joe Rosenbaum
pearl gray spillway
*cartoons
chess bugs eat
(Chinese)
parrot's
maddening

garbed eyes:

Anyway, two a two bit.
- too much shit.
- make dog go outside

- empty togo
- on third floor stairs
  - complicated entrance
- copper wire
- has a chicken got egg?
- met by icy challenge
Westwords

biggest song y r night

839-RKB

Don’t I damn with

Harvest moon

Everlasting

out of sorts

Kate Campbell—

Songs from Here

-8075—Music
anonymous kids at dinner,hang.

By and by,

station
- named prep to fall b2 nine
  Q unaddressing and thought
to fav b2

... but impatient
along w it

charting
I cd get a woman's attention

Good, you wld think a Scotchman cd make love talk, and you, in jigy time
... we done a long time, so he got on to snap 

You cd an old Torine (turtles)

lor Yo eat them mounies

In se what I eat
Bite they cd hold off
Not o they hung it.

Liar's Whelp.
Dry men, thin pencils
extra trunk of trains up

Mather's Mechanics

another tant 400 pages

May 26, Thursday

Bunches together, they had like a
couple 7 pencils.

an extra trunk of trains up on
nothing in $5

cut cut & wash

Belegen

some / of them had
adv and motion that
so now they
danced or moved or
danced together

Kerr

Leaky? Don't remember

some old / some /
saying things all
hours.
3KUD605

Knewly
- cathedral
- mumps
- wantons
- bleat/bite/vowels/Story

any o at each other threats,

cd/candle a man crazy

taps there
listen to answer
nations on the sharp

ears

ears cheap o' bed,

110 CD heard only

church

box can F's

New then, Jack and so,

we'd be seeing you
to at

see of command

1. philips 7, giants

Suge RA.
John Dally
Neil Sutherland
as dedication as licks...
dam as heedless =
self-discorded cast
scantly culture
Ice to overheat
swat for him
On her knees some more.

tallen b (one (or jack))

He one on

how much/me.

we still busy beg

didn't cut

as devoted as

"My."

main thought - 'women

started it, 'women
sitting him another each every day.

Pry, when,...

Do changed any.

\( \frac{\text{Rm}}{1} \text{ blank } \rightarrow \text{ in fact, what isn't blank? - expr.}\)

\(\text{Rm}\)

w/ her guideTypewriter

b remain,
girls
Calculating madness
earlrose strike upstream
gradually provide

but feel fell.

watching
submarine races

he est'd himself.

can't damn do it.
but it'd take such
a considerable

marble lead

- decide over it all,
Carrats 6-1477
clover Max

Peppers 11:30 a.m. 5 a.m.

so am it all a Census

16th ca. man

— make handy

epizootics

(CReg) cell

yellow — motld

lump rag